
Challenge
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) and Communication Service Providers 
(CSPs) require detailed analytics in order to develop highly personalized  
services, assure quality of user experience and monetize network traffic.  
The key challenge is to implement an analytics solution that can fully  
harness the massive amounts of machine data and user data to create the 
desired real-time view of subscriber actions, behavior and experience. The 
analytics platform must leverage comprehensive and accurate data from various network devices and 
data from Business & Operational Support Systems (BSS/OSS) to generate a complete view of subscribers 
in real-time. The derived intelligence must feed into real-time transactional systems to drive subscriber 
engagement and enhance a subscriber’s experience.

The primary business objective for MNOs and CSPs is to monetize real-time network intelligence and  
analytics, and increase service creation velocity. The in-the-moment contextual relevance that can  
launch analytics-driven innovative business models, such as mobile-targeted advertising and toll-free 
(a.k.a. 1-800) data for mobile video content delivery, can bring new value to content providers, content 
aggregators, advertisers, and mobile subscribers while generating new operator revenues.

Solution: Saama Analytics Platform & BI/DI Center of Excellence
By leveraging big data architecture with machine learning, Saama has developed a powerful analytics 
platform for MNOs and CSPs to better understand traffic patterns and network behavior, optimize network 
resources, and create new revenue opportunities. One high technology customer recently asked Saama to 
apply its solution to mobile video analytics and gather live data from mobile network components (Cell 
Tower, RAN, GGSN, etc.) and subscriber data (mobile device usage, viewing events, profile, billing, CRM, 
etc.). The data sources included machine generated data (network, syslogs), traditional enterprise data 
warehouse (EDW) (Teradata), social media and other sources through the streaming data platform  
(Truviso) and stored in Hadoop.  The analytics platform was used as the basis for developing a user- 
friendly, meaningful dashboard, geared towards multiple user roles.  The platform was leveraged to create 
and drive an effective subscriber contact and campaign platform and to make real-time decisions during 
customer support calls. The services and the solution provided by Saama embodied the principles of a 
Business Intelligence (BI)/Data Integration (DI) Center of Excellence (COE). 

Saama has long been a market leader in the creation and management of COEs for both DI and BI. The COE 
concept is based on creating an enterprise-wide support organization for key functions that are leveraged 
across a company. COEs allow a customer to gain control over key strategic decisions like platforms,  
governance items and standard processes, all while driving a more efficient and cost effective model.  
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A COE integrates the skills, resources and experience of both Business and IT to achieve the common  
goal of the enterprise: fast accurate business intelligence. A BI CoE is pooled expertise that supports the 
efficient implementation, enhancement and maintenance of common business processes and best  
practices built around BI tools. It is a cross-functional team with specific tasks, roles, responsibilities and 
processes for supporting and promoting the effective use of Business Intelligence across the organization. 
The functioning of this end-to-end BI implementation would include data integration, data quality, data 
management, reporting, KPIs, workflow and data visualization.

Results
Saama’s analytics platform for MNOs and CSPs ensures that the massive amounts of machine data and 
rapidly changing user data is collected and analyzed to gain real-time insights into subscriber actions, 
behaviors and experiences. The solution developed by Saama provided significant business value to  
multiple stakeholders within the organization. 

• Sales and marketing were able to identify new opportunities, optimize and justify pricing and volume, 
as well as have key measures for ROI readily available.  

• Network planning and operations were able to discover and address problems immediately and  
predict network shortfalls and prioritize efforts.  

• Customer service operations took advantage of live insight into current conditions and anticipated 
service issues that could create higher service call volumes.  

• Content partners were able to spot and take advantage of trends and drill down to understand the 
causes of trends and drops.  

• Advertising partners were able to target audiences more effectively and make the best use of inventory 
and ad spends.

Tools and Technologies
• Saama’s network analytics expertise  

and solutions

• BI stack (e.g. Pentaho, SAP, Oracle)

• Hadoop 

• Java, HTML5

• Truviso

• Teradata


